Environment and Natural
Resources in the Gaming Sector
in Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific
From Beijing to Port Moresby, Singapore to Hong Kong, Asia Pacific’s share of global economic output is likely to
increase. Growing wealth and urbanization are driving consumption. Mainland China in particular has the largest GDP
in Asia and remains one of the fastest growing markets in the world. Most, if not all, international businesses have
some relationship with the region and significant opportunities exist in the largest regional financial centers in Asia
Pacific.
Dentons is the Pacific Rim's leading global law firm and our teams on the ground in Asia Pacific are accustomed to
working with an international mindset. They work with Dentons colleagues around the global to deliver pioneering
solutions. Few firms could advise a Chinese state-owned construction enterprise on a toll road project in Jamaica
leveraging project finance expertise from its Middle East offices. Or pull together a team for a sensitive compliance
issue in India on behalf of a US client with specialist FCPA advise provided from New York, Indian lawyers from
Kuwait and construction expertise from Hong Kong. Dentons can. In fact, these scenarios are our business norm.
Visit our office pages to learn more about ways we can help.
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Environment and Natural Resources
Environmental and related natural resource issues are truly global in nature, transcending borders and requiring
multinational responses. Environmental regimes are constantly evolving, as both developed and developing countries
seek to meet the impacts of a global economy on their air, land, water and public health. Companies operating in
multiple jurisdictions need the help of lawyers with broad experience across regions and continents to navigate this
changing landscape.
Dentons’ lawyers have broad experience with environmental laws across the globe.
Companies face increasing regulatory and public pressure to address the environmental impact of their business
operations, often in multiple jurisdictions. We deal with environmental issues, including project development, impact
assessment, permitting, climate change, product life cycle analysis, due diligence and risk management. Dentons is
ready to listen and respond to all your environmental needs wherever and whatever they may be.
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Our lawyers will work with you to plan for compliance with changing regulations and standards around the world.
Dentons will guide you in seeking resolution of enforcement actions, defending permits and pursuing legal remedies
where necessary. Rely on our help and advice to take a proactive stance in assessing and managing liability from
production to disposal, for products you manufacture, or assets you acquire or sell. When major incidents do occur,
look to our lawyers for strategic management counsel and representation.
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Gaming
The gaming industry is continuously changing and evolving. Our goal is to make sure you are always at the top of
your game.
Gaming and gambling enterprises are among the most heavily regulated and monitored businesses in North America
and Europe, so you need a partner who can find a clear path through federal, state and provincial laws. That’s
Dentons.
Use our deep knowledge of the industry’s ins and outs to identify your best options and strategies for success and
achieve a win–win outcome.
Whether you are a casino operator, a government gaming corporation, regulator, Internet gaming company, racetrack
or supplier, we help you navigate all the complexities of the industry, including:

• Negotiating operating and development agreements with regulatory authorities
• Advising on compliance matters, including regulations in Internet and wireless gaming
• Complying with gaming license requirements within and across jurisdictions—including the critically important
issue of cross-border regulation within the European Community

• Representing you in negotiations with regulatory agencies, including investigations
• Reviewing marketing, advertising and privacy matters to ensure compliance with jurisdictional obligations
• Assisting with the legal aspects of credit and collection of debts
• Advising on litigation matters affecting casino operations—including non-gaming legal issues such as employment
law, banking regulations and personal injury law

• Advising on corporate structuring and gaming tax issues
• Protecting the intellectual property of casinos, gaming equipment manufacturers, and online gaming Websites
No matter how quickly the industry changes look to Dentons to stay a step ahead.
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